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Luxury Daily's live news from March 31:

Penhaligon's asks budding photographers to interpret spring
British perfumer Penhaligon's is exploring the theme of spring through user-generated content.

Click here to read the entire article

Condolences pour in for Zaha Hadid, architect and luxury brand collaborator
Noted architect Zaha Hadid's sudden death on the morning of March 31 shocked fans and followers of her work,
including luxury brands and retailers that banked on her iconic designs that worked for trinkets as much as they did
for bricks, mortar and steel buildings.

Click here to read the entire article

Hublot honors Bruce Lee's spirit with personal retrospective
Swiss watchmaker Hublot is paying homage to Kung Fu legend Bruce Lee with an exhibit at its  store in Taipei 101.

Click here to read the entire article

Christian Louboutin bares it all with extended Nudes collection
French footwear and accessories label Christian Louboutin has expanded its collection of nude shoes to ensure that
every woman can find her perfect match.

Click here to read the entire article

Tesla Model 3 spurs global waiting list frenzy
As reservations open for Tesla's Model 3 on March 31, prospective car owners lined up outside of the automaker's
stores to be the first to own the anticipated vehicle.

Click here to read the entire article
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